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Abstract 
 
In this presentation I would like to discuss my research on the role of the spaces and 
landscapes of railway infrastructure of infrastructure play in the continuing “regeneration” 
of the city centre of Manchester, England.  In particular, I will speak to the changing uses 
and representations of the brick arches below the Victorian-era railway viaducts. While 
development encroaches on the viaducts, the ‘barrier’ of the railway viaducts is often 
framed not only physical, but visual: with the city attempting to promote an image of a 
‘post-industrial’ city, the railway arches remain problematic due to their ‘derelict’ 
appearance and continued working class, industrial usage. Since the 1990s, landscapes 
dominated by railway infrastructure have represented an internal frontier of capital, with 
property owners attempting to displace tenants in order to revalorize these spaces 
through conversion into café-bars and restaurants, playing on a sanitized, industrial 
aesthetic.  Changing attitudes toward historical landscapes of infrastructure can also be 
read in relation to changing categorization of industrial heritage in Britain, with transport 
infrastructure as a relatively new and controversial category.  In this regard, a new 
conflict has emerged in relation to heritage landscapes and listed structures in 
Manchester.  The Ordsall Chord, a proposed new viaduct related to the national HS2 
plan to increase Britain’s rail capacity, has become a major conflict between heritage 
enthusiasts and Network Rail.  Objections to the construction of the Ordsall Chord—or 
more accurately, its proposed path—revolve around its direct destruction of historic 
railway infrastructure and its impact on the heritage landscape of Castlefield.  This paper 
engages with emerging debates around the contradictions of preserving transport 
infrastructure. With Manchester being the site of the world’s first passenger railway 
station and Castlefield being Britain’s first Urban Heritage Park, it is arguably one of the 
key sites in the world for industrial and infrastructural heritage.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


